Abstract. For the purpose of overcoming resource scarcity bottleneck in corpus-based translation knowledge acquisition research, this paper takes an approach of semi-automatically acquiring domain specific translation knowledge from the collection of bilingual news articles on WWW news sites. This paper presents results of applying standard co-occurrence frequency based techniques of estimating bilingual term correspondences from parallel corpora to relevant article pairs automatically collected from WWW news sites. The experimental evaluation results are very encouraging and it is proved that many useful bilingual term correspondences can be efficiently discovered with little human intervention from relevant article pairs on WWW news sites.
Introduction
Translation knowledge acquisition from parallel/comparative corpora [4] is one of the most important research topics of corpus-based MT. This is because it is necessary for an MT system to (semi-)automatically increase its translation knowledge in order for it to be used in the real world situation. One limitation of the corpus-based translation knowledge acquisition approach is that the techniques of translation knowledge acquisition heavily rely on availability of parallel/comparative corpora. However, the sizes as well as the domain of existing parallel/comparative corpora are limited, while it is very expensive to manually collect parallel/comparative corpora. Therefore, it is quite important to overcome this resource scarcity bottleneck in corpus-based translation knowledge acquisition research.
In order to solve this problem, this paper focuses on bilingual news articles on WWW news sites as a source for translation knowledge acquisition. In the case of WWW news sites in Japan, Japanese as well as English news articles are updated everyday. Although most of those bilingual news articles are not parallel even if they are from the same site, certain portion of those bilingual news articles share their contents or at least report quite relevant topics. Based on this observation, we take an approach of semi-automatically acquiring translation knowledge of domain specific named entities, event expressions, and collocational functional expressions from the collection of bilingual news articles on WWW news sites. Figure 1 illustrates the overview of our framework of translation knowledge acquisition from WWW news sites. First, pairs of Japanese and English news articles which report identical contents or at least closely related contents are retrieved. (Hereafter, we call pairs of bilingual news articles which report identical contents as "identical" pair, and those which report closely related contents (e.g., a pair of a crime report and the arrest of its suspect) as "relevant" pair.) Then, by applying term/phrase alignment techniques to Japanese and English news articles, various kinds of translation knowledge are acquired. In the process of translation knowledge acquisition, we allow human intervention if necessary. Especially, we aim at developing user interface facilities for efficient semi-automatic acquisition of translation knowledge, where previously studied techniques of translation knowledge acquisition from parallel/comparative corpora [4] are integrated in an optimal fashion.
Within this framework of translation knowledge acquisition from WWW news sites, this paper studies issues regarding cross-language retrieval and collection of "identical"/"relevant" article pairs. We also present results of apply-
